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Abstract

An extension of the coupled criterion (CC) of finite fracture mechanics is established in order to

assess dynamic crack initiation. The main change compared to the classical quasi-static approach

consists in considering the crack velocity profile during initiation instead of assuming an instanta-

neous crack initiation. The proposed approach enables the study of dynamic crack initiation under

either quasi-static or dynamic loading. It is illustrated on several examples including transverse

cracking in laminates, crack initiation in drilled specimen under quasi-static tension or compres-

sion and on a V-notch specimen subjected to time-dependent loading. The dynamic CC predicts

crack initiation over a finite length occurring in a given time depending on the crack velocity.

The influence of the initiation crack velocity profile is significative provided crack velocity is large

enough. Taking into account dynamic effects enables a better representation of experimentally

observed variation of initiation stress as a function of hole size under tensile loading in drilled hole

specimens.

Keywords: Coupled criterion; crack initiation; dynamic

1. Introduction

Fracture in brittle materials can be addressed using Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM)

[1, 2]. This theory is based on the major assumption of the existence of a crack and provides

a framework for studying its propagation. However, this assumption limits the study to crack

propagation and fails to predict crack initiation.

Considering finite rather than infinitesimal crack increments, Finite Fracture Mechanics (FFM)
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[3, 4] provided a breakthrough in crack initiation study. In this framework, Leguillon [5] set up

the coupled criterion (CC) for crack initiation prediction. The basic principle of the CC is the

simultaneous fulfillment of two separate conditions to predict crack initiation. It states that, on one

hand, before initiation, the stress must be larger than the material strength all over the initiation

crack path. On the other hand, the potential energy release must be larger than the crack surface

creation energy. It results in two inequalities that both provide, for a given loading level, a range of

crack lengths for which the corresponding criteria are fulfilled. The initiation loading level is thus

determined as the minimum loading for which both inequalities are simultaneously met, which also

provides the initiation crack length.

Since its introduction, the CC has proved to be a robust and efficient approach to predict crack

initiation in a large range of materials and configurations, summarized in the review paper by

Weissgraeber et al. [6]. Originally developed in a linear elastic framework under small deformation

assumption and for 2D quasi-static cases, more recent works about the CC concern:

� Accounting for nonlinearities such as in the case of damaged materials [7, 8] or nonlinear

elastic behavior under small [9, 10, 11] and large deformation [12],

� Numerical implementations in Finite Element (FE) codes [8, 13, 14, 15],

� Comparisons with other fracture models such as, e.g. cohesive zone models [16, 17, 18, 19, 20]

or phase field approach for fracture [21, 22, 23].

� Post-processing of experimental tests at micro- [24, 25, 26] or nano- [27] scale,

� Its extension and application to 3D cases [28, 29, 30, 31, 32].

Experimental observations of crack initiation in PMMA rhombus hole specimens under quasi-

static loading highlighted abrupt crack initiation [33], which means that a crack nucleates and

propagates in an unstable manner over a finite size in short time and displacement increments.

The initiation time and crack lengths were however not quantified for several reasons. First, the

frame acquisition frequency was not sufficiently high and in addition, crack nucleation was followed

by unstable propagation up to an arrest length. It was therefore not straightforward to distinguish

crack initiation and unstable propagation phases in the experiments.

Theoretical studies providing a framework for dynamic fracture mechanics were proposed [34, 35,

36]. Dynamic failure may also be assessed using previously mentioned numerical approaches such
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as phase field [37, 38, 39] or cohesive zone models [20, 40]. To the authors’ knowledge, accounting

for crack initiation dynamics in the CC, which was identified as a possible extension of the CC in

the review paper by Weissgraeber [6], has not yet been addressed. Indeed, crack initiation descrip-

tion using the CC is based on the assumption of instantaneous crack initiation. This is actually

an approximation of the abrupt dynamic crack nucleation occurring in a short time increment.

Recently, Laschuetza and Seelig [41] investigated dynamic cohesive fracture of a plate with hole

under static pre-stress compared to quasi-static FFM results, noticing that FFM generally predicts

an excess of energy after crack initiation (G > Gc, where G is the quasi-static energy release rate

(ERR) and Gc the material toughness). By assuming that this energy excess corresponds to the

neglected inertial effects so that the dynamic ERR (Gdyn ≈ (1− ˙̀

cR
)G, where ˙̀ is the crack velocity

and cR the Rayleigh wave speed) is actually equal to Gc, they estimated the velocity of the crack

tip during the finite crack increment.

The objective of this work is to take into account crack initiation under dynamic conditions in the

CC. The quasi-static approach of the CC is recalled and extended to take into account dynamic

crack initiation in Section 2. The example of crack propagation in infinite media is addressed in

section 3. The CC is then applied to assess dynamic crack initiation under quasi-static loading in

laminates (Section 4), in drilled hole specimens (Sections 5 and 6), including the influence of the

crack velocity profile (Section 6), as well as in the case of a time-dependent loading (Section 7).

2. The coupled criterion

In the sequel, we will consider 2D plane strain assumption but the reasoning can also be

extended to the 3D case. We consider linear elastic material behavior under small deformation,

even if the reasoning can also be extended to account for material or geometric nonlinearities. We

consider a single crack following a prescribed path. The CC overcomes the limitation of LEFM

regarding crack initiation assessment since it does not require any pre-existing crack but is able to

assess the nucleation of a crack. It is based on the simultaneous fulfillment of stress and energy

requirements. The first condition of the CC ensures that the stress is larger than the material

tensile strength all over the crack path before crack initiation, which writes:

σ(`, U) > σc ∀ 0 6 ` 6 `c (1)
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where U represents the prescribed loading or displacement and `c is the a priori unknown initiation

length that is determined through the combination of stress and energy conditions. The second

condition is obtained by balancing the changes in the external force work (Wext), the elastic strain

(Wp=
1
2

∫
V
σ : εdV ), kinetic (Wk), and crack surface creation (Gc`, where Gc is the material

fracture toughness and ` the crack length) energy between the states prior to and after crack

initiation.

∆Wext(`, U)−∆Wp(`, U)−∆Wk(`, U) = Gc ` (2)

In 2D, the left side of Eq. (2) must be understood per unit thickness of the specimen. Note that

when the stress σ is depicted as a function of `, ` represents the position along the prescribed

crack path before initiation whereas it corresponds to the crack length in the energy condition.

The two conditions given in Eqs. (1) and (2) have to be simultaneously fulfilled so that crack

initiation can occur. It reverts to determining the minimum prescribed loading or displacement

and the corresponding initiation crack length satisfying both equations.

2.1. Quasi-static approach

Under quasi-static loading, the kinetic energy before crack initiation is zero thus crack initiation

leads to an increase in kinetic energy ∆Wk > 0, so that the energy condition given in Eq. (2) yields

the following inequality:

Ginc(`, U) =
∆Wext(`, U)−∆Wp(`, U)

`
> Gc (3)

where Ginc is called the incremental energy release rate (IERR). Note that, if the boundary con-

ditions exclusively consist of prescribed displacements, ∆Wext = 0 and Ginc = −∆Wp/`. Under

linear elasticity and small deformation assumptions, the stress is proportional to the prescribed

loading and the IERR is proportional to the square of prescribed loading:

 Ginc(`, U) = A(`)U2 > Gc

σ(`, U) = k(`)U > σc
(4)
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From these two equations the initiation loading and crack length can be determined as :
Uc = min

`
{max(

√
Gc

A(`)
,
σc
k(`)

)}

`c = argmin
`
{max(

√
Gc

A(`)
, σc
k(`)

)}
(5)

Under quasi-static loading conditions, the CC predicts that the crack instantaneously jumps

over a finite increment at initiation. Depending on the ERR variation, subsequent unstable crack

propagation may occur and can be assessed using classical LEFM, leading to a possible crack

arrest length. Experimentally, it is not straightforward to distinguish crack initiation from the

subsequent unstable crack propagation since they both occur in a short time increment. Other

approaches such as cohesive zone modeling or phase field for fracture also lead to the conclusion

that a crack jump to an arrest length occurs at initiation [20, 23]. Nevertheless, these methods do

not distinguish initiation and unstable crack propagation phases but they enable estimating crack

length variation as a function of time during the initiation/unstable propagation phase.

From an implementation point of view under linear elasticity and small deformation assumption,

the CC requires several calculations with different crack lengths (obtained by releasing Dirichlet

boundary conditions on the nodes along the crack path). It allows estimating functions k(`)

and A(`), exploiting the stress and potential energy proportionality respectively to the prescribed

loading and to the square of prescribed loading. Once computed, crack initiation length and

loading level are obtained using Eq. (5) for any (Gc, σc) couples. More details about the FE

implementation of the quasi-static approach of the CC are given in [14].

2.2. Dynamic approach under quasi-static loading

Under quasi-static conditions, the stress fields do not depend on loading rate but only on the

loading magnitude. It means that even if dynamic crack propagation under quasi-static loading

is considered, the stress condition remains unchanged compared to the quasi-static approach. It

ensures that the stress is larger than the material strength all over the pre-supposed crack path

before initiation. The main difference between quasi-static and dynamic approaches of the CC

under quasi-static loading concerns the description of the crack length variation as a function of

time. In the quasi-static approach, we assume that crack initiation occurs instantaneously. In

practice, it occurs in a short time increment during which the crack length jumps from 0 to `c

(or from l0 to `c in the particular case of a pre-existing crack). The dynamic approach of the CC
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Figure 1: (a) Abrupt crack initiation and corresponding crack length variation as a function of time in (b) the quasi-

static (instantaneous initiation) or (c) the dynamic approach (initiation following a velocity profile vcrack(t) = d`(t)
dt

of the CC.

describes the progressive extension to the initiation length, which is considered to happen following

a certain velocity profile vcrack(t) corresponding to the time derivative of the crack length `(t) (Fig.

1).

It requires a new definition of the IERR so that the energy condition takes into account the

kinetic energy variation due to crack initiation:

Ginc(`(t), U) =
∆Wext(`(t), U)−∆Wp(`(t), U)−∆Wk(`(t), U)

`(t)
= Gc(vcrack(t)) (6)

This definition is actually consistent with the quasi-static IERR definition (Eq. (3)) since in the

quasi-static approach the kinetic energy variation is neglected. Other energy dissipation sources

(such as, e.g., material plasticity or diffuse damage) can also be taken into account into the energy

balance (Eq. (2)) and thus in the definition of the IERR. The energy criterion now writes as

an equality rather than an inequality in the quasi-static approach. Also note that in Eq. (6), the

fracture toughness may depend on the crack velocity. Indeed, a sufficiently large crack velocity may

result in the creation of local microcrack branches emerging from the main crack [42, 43, 44, 45],

thus increasing the total created crack surface. Branching of the main crack may also be observed

if the crack velocity reaches a critical value. Therefore, the larger the crack velocity, the larger the

apparent material fracture toughness.

The main implementation difference compared to the quasi-static approach concerns the crack

length variation as a function of time. It requires a dynamic solution and thus two extra inputs,

namely the material density ρ and the crack velocity profile vcrack(t) = dl(t)/dt to define the

progressive node unbuttoning as a function of time. During each node unbuttoning step, the

Dirichlet condition release induces a reaction force decrease to zero for the corresponding degree
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of freedom. A linear force decrease as a function of time is used. Similarly to the potential energy,

the kinetic energy is proportional to the square prescribed loading under linear elasticity and small

deformation assumption. It is basically computed as a function of the velocity (u̇) field as:

Wk =
1

2

∫
V

ρ(~̇u · ~̇u)dV (7)

It yields that the IERR is also proportional to the square prescribed loading. Therefore, similarly

to the quasi-static approach, several calculations with different crack lengths at a given loading

are sufficient to determine the initiation crack length and loading level using Eq. (5).

2.3. Transient dynamic loading

Material density and crack velocity profile are also required as inputs similarly to the dynamic

approach under quasi-static loading. Under dynamic loading conditions (such as a stress wave or

rapid loading), the prescribed loading U depends on time as well as the stress fields so that the

stress conditions writes:

σ(`, U(t)) > σc, ∀ 0 6 ` 6 `c (8)

The energy condition is also modified accounting for the time dependency of the loading:

Ginc(`(t), U(t)) =
∆Wext(`(t), U(t))−∆Wp(`(t), U(t))−∆Wk(`(t), U(t))

`(t)
= Gc(vcrack(t)) (9)

Therefore, the property of stress and energy proportionality to respectively the prescribed loading

and the square of prescribed loading is no longer valid. Similarly to CC application involving

nonlinear material behaviors [10, 11, 12, 13], the stress and the energy conditions must therefore

be evaluated for several loading levels in order to determine the minimum time tc corresponding

to a loading level Uc = U(tc) for which both conditions are simultaneously fulfilled. It reverts to

solving the following problem:

Uc = U(tc) where tc = min{t, ∃ `, (Ginc(`(t), U(t))

Gc

≥ 1) ∧ (
σ(`(t), U(t))

σc
≥ 1)} (10)

The initiation crack length `c = `(tc) thus verifies :

min(
Ginc(`c, Uc)

Gc

,
σ(`c, Uc)

σc
) = 1 (11)
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In terms of implementation, additional calculations compared to the case of quasi-static loading

conditions are thus required to solve the CC. The following procedure can be followed in order to

determine the initiation crack length and loading level:

� For each time step, determine the set of admissible crack lengths for which the stress criterion

is reached.

� For a given time step, if the set of admissible crack lengths is not empty, compute the energy

variations as a function of these crack lengths given the crack velocity profile.

� Evaluate if the energy criterion is fulfilled for any of the admissible crack length.

� If not, repeat the procedure for the next time step until both criteria are fulfilled for a given

crack length, corresponding to the initiation crack length.

3. Numerical considerations - crack propagation in infinite media under remote stress

The dynamic approach of the CC requires the computation of the stress prior to crack initiation

and of the IERR as a function of the crack length. Whereas the former is straightforward, the latter

requires the description of crack propagation following a given velocity profile. In this section, we

assess the ability to compute the energy condition of the coupled criterion.

3.1. Crack growth at a constant velocity

We first study the example of mode I crack propagation at a constant velocity under remote

stress in infinite medium. The material properties are E = 8.4 GPa, ν =0.24 and ρ=1300 kg/m3.

Under dynamic conditions, the ERR (Gdyn) and the stress intensity factor (Kdyn
I ) depend not only

on the crack length ` but also on its velocity vcrack = d`/dt. They are related to each other through

the following expression [34]:

Gdyn(`, vcrack) =
1− ν2

E
AI(vcrack)K

dyn
I (`, vcrack)

2, (12)

where: 

AI(vcrack) =
v2crackαd

(1−ν)c2sD(vcrack)
,

D(vcrack) = 4αsαd − (1 + α2
s)

2,

αd =
√

1− v2crack
c2d

,

αs =
√

1− v2crack
c2s

.

(13)
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In Eq. (13), cs and cd respectively are the shear and and longitudinal wave velocities. Moreover,

the dynamic ERR and stress intensity factors are related to their quasi-static counterpart (G and

KI) as 
Gdyn(`, vcrack) = g(vcrack)G(`)

Kdyn
I (`, vcrack) = ξ(vcrack)KI(`)

G(`) = 1−ν2
E
KI(`)

2

(14)

Thus the functions g and ξ are related by g(vcrack) = AI(vcrack)ξ(vcrack)
2. They can be approx-

imated by g(vcrack) ≈ 1− vcrack
cR

and ξ(vcrack) ≈ (1− vcrack
cR

)/(
√

1− vcrack
cd

) where cR represents the

Rayleigh wave speed. Therefore, AI can also be approximated by AI ≈ g
ξ2
≈ (1− vcrack

cd
)/(1− vcrack

cR
).

Note that the previous expressions are given for the ERR G whereas the energy condition of the

CC involves the IERR (Ginc) rather than G. However, both quantities are related through the

expression:

G = Ginc + `
dGinc

d`
, (15)

which therefore enables the calculation of Ginc from G and vice-versa.

In the studied example of a crack propagating at constant velocity, the quasi-static ERR can be

computed analytically as:

G(l) =
(1− ν2)σ0π`

E
(16)

The dynamic ERR can be approximated by Gdyn ≈ (1 − vcrack
cR

)G [34]. It is necessary to

ensure that FE calculations provide a good estimate of the ERR (and thus of its incremental

counterpart) for a given crack velocity in order to correctly compute the energy condition of the

coupled criterion. In FE simulations, crack advance is obtained by a progressive crack unbuttoning

following a prescribed velocity profile in order to compute the elastic strain (Wp) and kinetic (Wk)

energies. Then, the dynamic ERR and the IERR are calculated as:

 G = dWext

dl
− dWp

dl
− dWk

dl

Ginc = ∆Wext

∆l
− ∆Wp

∆l
− ∆Wk

∆l

(17)

3.2. Influence of time increments and mesh size

The ERR is computed by successively unbuttoning nodes along the crack path. Uniform mesh

consisting of linear four-noded elements are used, 20 elements are set along the crack propagation

zone. Each node release is performed in a given time depending on the mesh size in order to ensure
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Figure 2: (a) Energy release rate as a function of crack length and (b) Dynamic energy release rate to crack length
ratio obtained for vcrack = 0.5cR crack velocity and several number of time iterations during one node release. The
dashed line indicates the value obtained for 30 iterations.

the prescribe crack velocity profile. We first study the influence of the number of time increments

during one node release step for a given constant crack velocity vcrack = 0.5cR. Fig. 2a shows the

ERR as a function of the crack length obtained for several number of iterations during the release

of one node. A too small number of iterations leads to underestimating (or overestimating) the

ERR. The slope of the ERR variation as a function of the crack length converges when increasing

the number of iterations during one node release (Fig. 2b). For 20 iterations or more per node

release, ERR difference smaller than 0.1% are obtained. In the following, we thus set 20 iterations

per node unbuttoning. We also investigate the influence of mesh size on the ERR calculation. Fig.

3 shows the ERR variation as a function of crack length for several mesh sizes for vcrack = 0.4cR

constant crack velocity. The different mesh sizes corresponds to a number of elements within the

crack propagation area comprised between 11 and 33. The corresponding ERR as a function of the

crack length are shown in Fig. 3. The different mesh sizes lead to ERR differences smaller than

2%. Nevertheless, the CC implementation requires a sufficiently fine mesh in order to catch the

initiation length that results from coupling both energy and stress conditions. It is known from

the CC quasi-static solution that the initiation length is a fraction of the material characteristic

length lmat = EGc

(1−ν2)σ2
c
. It is thus recommended that the minimum mesh size along the crack path

is smaller than lmat/40 [14]. In the CC dynamic approach, it is expected that the larger the crack

velocity, the smaller the potential energy difference and the larger the kinetic energy variation.

Therefore, the larger the crack velocity, the smaller the IERR and thus the larger the initiation
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Figure 3: (a) Energy release rate as a function of crack length obtained for vcrack = 0.4cR crack velocity and several
mesh sizes.

crack length. We thus conclude that the same mesh size recommendations as in the CC quasi-static

approach [14] can be followed in the CC dynamic approach.

3.3. Influence of crack velocity

The influence of crack velocity (assuming a constant crack velocity profile) is now considered.

We compute the dynamic ERR (Eq. 17) as a function of the crack length for several crack velocities

(Fig. 4a). For small crack velocity to Rayleigh velocity ratios, we observe some small oscillations in

the ERR. Nevertheless, the obtained ERR variations as a function of crack length can be considered

as linear, the ratio of their slope to the slope of the quasi-static ERR is shown in Fig. 4b.

Figure 4: (a) Energy release rate as a function of crack length for several crack velocities. (b) Dynamic (Gdyn) to
quasi-static (G) energy release rate ratio as a function of crack velocity to Rayleigh velocity ratio.
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Theoretically, a linear decreasing variation of the dynamic to quasi-static ERR ratio as a

function of the crack velocity to Rayleigh velocity ratio is expected [34, 46]. The variation obtained

from FE calculations is close to the expected theoretical variation, with a slight overestimate for

crack velocities between 0.2cR and 0.6cR.

Stiffness proportional damping may be used in order to reduce numerical high-frequency noise

without having any significant effect on the lower frequency response [47]. This numerical damping

is expected to reduce the oscillations due to the node release [48]. Kopp et al. [49] recommend to

use β × vcrack = 0.1 mm, where β is the damping coefficient. The influence of this parameter is

shown in Fig. 5 for a vcrack = 0.1cR constant crack velocity. Introducing damping allows reducing

the small oscillations in the ERR variation as a function of the crack length. However, a too

large value of the damping coefficient results in a decrease in the ERR whereas it almost remains

constant for sufficiently small values. Fig. 6 shows the ERR variation as a function of the crack

length as well as the dynamic to quasi-static ERR ratio for several crack velocities obtained for

βvcrack = 0.1 mm, which is close to that obtained without damping (Fig. 4) while reducing the

amplitude of the oscillations.

In this first example we computed the dynamic ERR using Eq. (17) and validated its calculation by

comparison to an analytical solution [34]. As explained previously, Ginc can be either derived from

G using Eq. (15) or also directly computed from the finite element solution. Another possibility

to compute Gdyn is the use of a dynamic J-integral [50, 51] which writes:

Figure 5: (a) Energy release rate as a function of crack length for several damping coefficients β and (b) dynamic
(Gdyn) to quasi-static (G) energy release rate ratio as a function of β obtained for vcrack = 0.1cR crack velocity.
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Figure 6: (a) Energy release rate as a function of crack length for several crack velocities. (b) Dynamic (Gdyn) to
quasi-static (G) energy release rate ratio as a function of crack velocity to Rayleigh velocity ratio.

J =

∫
∂Γ

(Wpnx(s)− σ · n(s) · ∂u

∂x
)ds+

∫
Γ

ρ
∂2u

∂t2
· ∂u

∂x
dxdy. (18)

The integral is computed over an area Γ around the crack tip delimited by a closed contour ∂Γ,

s is the curvilinear abscissae along the contour and n is the contour normal unit vector pointing

outwards. Fig. 7 shows the ERR variation as a function of the crack length computed using

Eq. (18) for several crack velocities as well as the dynamic to quasi-static ERR ratios as a function

Figure 7: (a) Energy release rate as a function of crack length for several crack velocities. (b) Dynamic (Gdyn) to
quasi-static (G) energy release rate ratio as a function of crack velocity to Rayleigh velocity ratio obtained using
the dynamic J-integral (Eq. (18)).
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of the crack velocity normalized by the Rayleigh velocity.

The dynamic to quasi-static ERR ratio obtained using the dynamic J-integral exhibits a quasi-

linear variation as a function of the crack velocity to Rayleigh velocity ratio, similarly to that

obtained previously from the energy balance.

4. Transverse cracking in laminated composite

We now study the 2D example of transverse cracking in the middle ply of 0◦/90◦/0◦ laminated

composite under tensile loading, which is a typical application of the CC [5, 52, 53] for which

failure is driven either by the stress (thick plies) or the energy (thin plies) criterion. Each ply

exhibits a transversely isotropic behavior, the ply properties are given in Tab. 1 [54, 55, 56] as well

as the dimensions of the specimens, also depicted in Fig. 8. Dirichlet conditions are prescribed

at both sides of the specimens and no debonding at the ply interface is considered. The studied

range of ply thickness (t) is 0.2 mm to 3 mm. Since the stress is homogeneous within a ply, we

consider that crack initiation occurs simultaneously in the whole ply thickness. A t/20 mesh size

is set in the vicinity of crack initiation location. The application of the CC quasi-static approach

EL (GPa) Et (GPa) νLT νTT µLT (GPa)
127.3 9.2 0.3 0.4 4.8

σc (MPa) Gc (J/m2) ρ (kg/m3) L (mm) w (mm)
63.9 248 1500 160 25

Table 1: Properties of the ply and specimen dimensions (w denotes the specimen width in the out-of-plane direction).

Figure 8: Initiation strain required to fulfill i) the stress, ii) the energy and iii) the coupled criterion as a function
of the ply thickness obtained using the quasi-static CC approach.
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yields the following results (Fig. 8):

� For thick enough plies, the energy criterion is fulfilled for a loading smaller than that required

to fulfill the stress criterion. Indeed, a sufficiently high amount of potential energy is stored

and could be released for such a loading level, however since the stress criterion is not fulfilled,

crack initiation can only occur for a loading level such that the stress in the ply attains the

ply strength. Failure of thick plies is thus driven by the stress condition.

� For thin enough plies, larger loading levels than for thick plies are required in order to fulfill

the energy criterion because less energy is stored and thus the potential energy release due

to transverse crack initiation is smaller. Therefore, contrary to thicker plies, crack initiation

cannot occur when the ply stress reaches the ply strength but the loading level has to be

increased so that the energy criterion is also fulfilled. Failure of thin plies is thus driven by

the energy condition.

We investigate the CC dynamic application in the case of transverse cracking in laminate. The

same model as for the CC quasi-static application is employed except that crack initiation occurs

during a time period ∆t0 so that the crack velocity vcrack is defined as the ratio between the ply

thickness and the initiation time ∆t0. Fig. 9a-b shows the potential and kinetic energy variations

as a function of the crack length for several crack velocities. It can be observed that a larger

crack velocity induces a smaller potential energy release as well as larger kinetic energy creation.

Therefore, the larger the crack velocity, the smaller the IERR (Fig. 9c). Moreover, it can be

observed that the potential and kinetic energies, and thus the ERR, tend towards the quasi-static

Figure 9: (a) Potential energy release, (b) kinetic energy variation and (c) incremental energy release rate as a
function of the crack velocity.
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values when the crack velocity tends towards 0.

Fig. 10 depicts the CC solution for several crack velocities. Fig. 10a-b shows the strain that must

be prescribed in order to fulfill either the stress or the energy criterion for several crack velocities

in the case of a thick (Fig. 10a) or a thin (Fig. 10b) ply. It can first be noted that the stress

criterion does not depend on the crack velocity since it is computed prior to crack initiation and

that the loading is quasi-static.

Whatever the ply size, it can be observed that the larger the crack velocity, the larger the loading

level required in order to fulfill the energy criterion. Therefore, the initiation loading level is larger

than in the quasi-static case for thin plies since failure is driven by the energy criterion. On the

contrary, for thick plies failure is driven by the stress criterion in the quasi-static case. The increase

in the loading level required to fulfill the energy criterion leads to two possibilities:

� case 1) If the crack velocity remains sufficiently small, the increase in the loading level

required to fulfill the energy criterion is not sufficient so that it overcomes the loading levels

required to fulfill the stress criterion. Thus, failure remains driven by the stress criterion and

occurs at the same loading level than the one obtained using the CC quasi-static approach.

� case 2) For large enough crack velocities (vcrack > 2000 m/s for this example), the increase in

the loading level required to fulfill the energy criterion is sufficiently large so that it overcomes

the loading level required to fulfill the stress criterion. This situation would lead to failure

being driven by the energy criterion even in the case of thick plies.

Figure 10: Prescribed strain required to fulfill the stress or the energy criterion as a function of the crack velocity
in the case of a (a) thick or (b) thin ply. (c) Initiation strain as a function of the ply thickness for several crack
velocities.
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Fig. 10c shows the initiation strain as a function of the ply thickness obtained using either the

CC quasi-static or dynamic approaches. If crack velocity is sufficiently small, a transition between

failure driven by the stress (for thick plies) or the energy (for thin plies) criterion is observed.

Whereas the loading levels are similar to the ones obtained using the CC quasi-static approach

for thick plies, the loading level variation as a function of the ply thickness depends on the crack

velocity for thin plies. For sufficiently large crack velocities, the transition between failure driven

by the stress or the energy criterion would no longer be observed and failure would only be driven

by the energy criterion.

5. Circular hole specimen under tensile loading

The CC dynamic approach under quasi-static tensile loading is illustrated by studying holed

PMMA specimens failure under tensile loading [57] (Fig. 11). The material properties are the

following: E = 3000 MPa, ν= 0.37, ρ = 1000 kg/m3, σc=72 MPa and Gc = 290 J/m2. Specimens

(length: 100 mm, section: 10x30 mm2) with several hole radii (r =0.3, 0.6, 1 and 1.5 mm) were

tested under uniaxial tensile loading. For this example, the prescribed stresses at crack initiation

predicted using the quasi-static approach of the CC underestimated the initiation stresses obtained

experimentally [57, 58]. Li and Zhang [57] proposed to enrich the CC with a third parameter

representing the roughness of the fracture pattern and thus obtained a better agreement with

experimental results. Leite et al. [11] performed tensile tests in PMMA specimens containing a

circular hole and observed crack initiation using a high speed camera to measure a 700 m/s average

velocity. We evaluate herein the influence of considering dynamic instead of quasi-static CC to

predict crack initiation in such a configuration.

Based on recommendations derived for the CC quasi-static approach [14, 59], a 5 µm minimum

Figure 11: Specimen geometry and boundary conditions for circular hole specimen under tensile loading.
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mesh size is set near the hole, the mesh being unrefined far from the hole, typically resulting in

a model with around 10000 degrees of freedom. The characteristic material length lmat = EGc

(1−ν2)σ2
c

is 194 µm so that the minimum mesh size is ≈ 1
40
lmat, which is sufficiently small to capture the

initiation crack length and thus properly solve Eq. (4).

The CC dynamic approach under quasi-static loading requires the calculation of the stress and

the energy criteria. The former only requires a linear elastic calculation, similarly to the quasi-

static approach. Since the stress variation is computed on the presupposed crack path prior to

crack initiation, it does not depend on the crack velocity. However, the crack velocity profile must

be taken into account to assess the energy criterion. For the sake of simplicity, we first assume

a constant crack velocity profile. The nodes along the crack path are unbuttoned following the

prescribed crack velocity, which enables the calculation of the potential and kinetic energies as a

function of the crack length. In the following, we illustrate the CC solution for a specimen with

r=0.15 mm hole radius, the results being qualitatively the same for other hole radii. Fig. 12a-b

shows the potential and kinetic energy variations as a function of the crack length for several

crack velocities. It can be observed that a larger crack velocity induces a smaller potential energy

release as well as larger kinetic energy creation. Therefore, for a given crack length, the larger the

crack velocity, the smaller the IERR (Fig. 12). Moreover, it can be observed that the IERR tends

towards the quasi-static value when the crack velocity tends towards 0.

Fig. 13 shows the CC solution for several crack velocities. Fig. 13a shows the displacement that

must be prescribed in order to fulfill either the stress or the energy criterion for several crack

velocities. It can be observed that, for a given crack length, the larger the crack velocity the larger

Figure 12: (a) Potential energy release, (b) kinetic energy variation and (c) incremental dynamic energy release
rate as a function of the crack length for several crack velocities.
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Figure 13: (a) Prescribed displacement required to fulfill the stress (dashed line) or the energy (solid lines) con-
dition and (b) stress and energy criteria as a function of the crack length for several crack velocities. The curves
corresponding to quasi-static condition is superimposed with the curves obtained for vcrack = 1 m/s

the prescribed displacement required to fulfill the energy criterion. On the other hand, the stress

criterion is reached at the same prescribed loading level for a given crack length since it does not

depend on the crack velocity. Therefore, the initiation displacement, determined as the minimum

displacement for which both criteria are simultaneously fulfilled, increases with increasing crack

velocity.

Accordingly, the initiation crack length also increases with increasing crack velocity, which is

also highlighted by displaying stress and energy criteria as a function of the crack length (Fig.

13b).It can also be noted that the initiation displacement and crack length tend towards the val-

ues obtained using the CC quasi-static approach when the crack velocity tends towards 0.

Fig. 14 shows the prescribed stress as a function of the hole radius obtained experimentally or nu-

merically using the either the CC quasi-static or dynamic approach for several crack velocities. As

explained previously, the CC quasi-static approach underestimates the initiation prescribed stress

compared to experimental measurements. For a given hole radius, the larger the crack velocity

the larger the initiation stress. It can thus be observed that considering dynamic effects during

crack initiation provides initiation stresses larger than for the quasi-static approach. In particu-

lar, the initiation stress variation measured experimentally is well reproduced numerically for a

vcrack =700 m/s crack velocity. This crack velocity is in the order of magnitude of experimentally

measured crack velocities in PMMA [11, 60, 61, 62, 63].
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Figure 14: Prescribed stress at crack initiation as a function of the specimen hole diameter obtained experimentally
and numerically using the CC dynamic approach for different mean crack velocities.

6. Compression of circular hole specimen

In this section we assess the influence of the crack velocity profile on crack initiation under quasi-

static imposed displacement U0. We study crack initiation in a drilled specimen under compression

(Fig. 15). The circular hole diameter is 5 mm, the specimen dimensions are w = 20 mm, h =30 mm.

Figure 15: Specimen geometry and dimensions and boundary conditions for drilled hole specimen under compression.

The material properties are E = 3000 MPa, ν= 0.37, ρ = 1000 kg/m3, σc=47 MPa and Gc =

500 J/m2. The characteristic material length lmat = EGc

(1−ν2)σ2
c

is 787 µm and the initiation length

obtained using the quasi-static CC solution is 300 µm. The minimum mesh size near the hole

is ≈ lmat

80
, which is sufficiently small to capture the initiation crack length and thus properly

solve Eq. (4). We consider several mean crack initiation velocities, i.e. v0=100 m/s (≈ 0.1cR),

v0=300 m/s (≈ 0.3cR) and v0=500 m/s (≈ 0.5cR) as well as consider four different velocity profiles,

namely:
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� vcrack(t) = v0 (constant velocity profile)

� vcrack(t) = 2v0
t
t0

(linear velocity profile)

� vcrack(t) = 3v0
2

√
t
t0

(square root (SQRT) velocity profile)

� vcrack(t) = v0
2

√
t0
t

(inverse square root (ISQRT) velocity profile)

All these velocity profiles, depicted in Fig. 16 for a v0 = 100 m/s mean crack velocity, share the

property of having the same v0 mean crack velocity during the initiation time t0. Figs. 17-19(a-b)

show the potential and kinetic energy variations as a function of the crack length for the different

crack velocity profiles, for respectively v0 = 100 m/s (Fig. 17), v0 = 300 m/s (Fig. 18) and

v0 = 500 m/s (Fig. 19) mean crack velocities.

It can be observed that for sufficiently small mean crack velocities, the potential and kinetic

energy variations exhibit relatively small differences whatever the crack velocity profile. It can

be noted that for a given crack length, the potential energy release and kinetic energy creation

are larger (respectively smaller) if the instantaneous crack velocity is larger (respectively smaller).

As a consequence, no major differences are observed on the IERR, except for the ISQRT velocity

profile, for which the IERR is slightly smaller for small crack lengths (Fig. 17c). This is related

to the fact that for small crack lengths, the crack velocity for ISQRT profile is large (larger than

the mean crack velocity) whereas it starts from zero for linear and SQRT profiles. The larger

Figure 16: Crack (a) velocity and (b) corresponding length profiles as a function of time for a v0=100 m/s mean
crack velocity.
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Figure 17: (a) Potential energy release, (b) kinetic energy variation and (c) incremental dynamic energy release
rate as a function of the crack length obtained with the different crack velocity profiles depicted in Fig. 16 for a
v0 = 100 m/s mean crack velocity.

Figure 18: (a) Potential energy release, (b) kinetic energy variation and (c) incremental energy release rate as a
function of the crack length obtained with the different crack velocity profiles depicted in Fig. 16 for a v0 = 300 m/s
mean crack velocity.

the mean crack velocity, the larger the difference in potential and kinetic energies and thus the

larger the difference in the IERR between the different profiles (Figs. 18-19c). This has a direct

consequence on the predicted initiation crack length and prescribed displacement. Fig. 20 shows

the displacement that must be prescribed in order to fulfill either the stress or the energy criterion

for the different crack velocity profiles and for different mean crack velocities. Since the loading is

quasi-static, the same prescribed displacement variation as a function of the crack length obtained

using the stress condition is obtained for all velocity profiles. However, the displacement that must

be prescribed in order to fulfill the energy condition differs for the different profiles. It yields a 1.5%

difference for v0 = 100 m/s mean crack velocity between the prescribed displacement obtained for

the different profile, this difference increases up to respectively 18% and 54% for v0 = 300 m/s and
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Figure 19: (a) Potential energy release, (b) kinetic energy variation and (c) incremental dynamic energy release
rate as a function of the crack length obtained with the different crack velocity profiles depicted in Fig. 16 for a
v0 = 500 m/s mean crack velocity.

Figure 20: Prescribed displacement required to fulfill the stress or the energy conditions as a function of the crack
length for the different crack velocity profiles depicted in Fig. 16 for a) v0 = 100 m/s, b) v0 = 300 m/s and c)
v0 = 500 m/s mean crack velocities.

v0 = 500 m/s mean crack velocities.

It finally appears that the crack velocity profile during initiation has a small influence on the crack

length and loading level obtained with the CC only for small mean crack velocities. In this case,

a constant crack velocity profile may be employed to assess dynamic crack initiation. However,

larger differences are obtained for larger crack velocities, for which not only the mean crack velocity

but also the crack velocity profile has to be determined experimentally, which could be estimated

using a rapid camera to observe crack initiation.
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7. Time-dependent loading

In this last example, the dynamic approach is evaluated in the case of a time-dependent loading.

The studied example is crack initiation in the vicinity of a V-notch subjected to a stress wave.

The example is close to that studied by Kishimoto et al. [51] except that the initial crack is herein

replaced by a V-notch (Fig. 21). The specimen dimensions are L=52 mm, H=20 mm, a=12 mm

Figure 21: Geometry and V-notch specimen dimensions for the stress wave loading.

and a 0.1 mm mesh size is prescribed in the whole model. The material properties are E=73.5 GPa,

ν =0.25, ρ =2450 kg/m3, which results in a cR = 3179 m/s Rayleigh wave speed. The calculation

are performed assuming a constant crack velocity profile (vcrack = 0.4cR) during initiation. The

material fracture properties are set to σc =250 MPa and Gc = 1000 J/m2. The prescribed loading

is a constant stress level σ0=100 MPa on the upper edge. Under such a loading, a stress wave

emanates and propagates from the upper edge. Therefore, the stress field now depends on time,

and especially the opening stress along the V-notch bisector σyy, which is null at the beginning of

the calculation and increases as the stress wave front reaches the V-notch tip vicinity. As explained

in Section 2, the stress criterion has to be checked at every time step in order to determine the

admissible crack lengths corresponding to a stress level larger than the material strength. The

stress variation along the V-notch bisector as a function of the distance to the V-notch tip is

shown in Fig. 22a for several time steps. It can be observed that for a given distance to the

V-notch tip, the stress increases with increasing time. Therefore, the range of admissible crack

lengths obtained based on the stress condition also increases with increasing time (cf. inset of Fig.

22a). Based on the set of admissible crack lengths obtained from the stress condition, it is possible

to compute the energy condition only for the determined range of admissible crack lengths for a

given time increment, which saves computational time. In the present example however, for the
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Figure 22: (a) Stress variation along the V-notch bisector prior to crack initiation and (b) incremental energy release
rate as a function of the crack length.

sake of clarity, we computed the IERR for a larger range of crack lengths to illustrate the dynamic

CC approach solution. It is depicted in Fig. 22b as a function of the crack length for several

time steps. With increasing time, the IERR increases for a given crack length, thus the range of

admissible crack lengths increases with increasing time. The initiation time and crack length can

thus be determined as the minimum time for which a non-empty intersection of the admissible

crack length sets obtained with the stress and the energy criteria is obtained. The stress and energy

criteria are depicted in Fig. 23 for several time increments. For t=3.44 µs and t=3.52 µs, it can be

Figure 23: (a) Stress and energy criteria as a function of crack length for several time increments and (b) crack
length for which both curves cross as a function of time. The initiation time is the minimum time for which both
criteria are simulatenously met.
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observed that there are no crack lengths for which both criteria are simultaneously fulfilled, so that

crack initiation cannot occur. On the contrary, a solution is found at time t=3.60 µs, it is even

observed that the criteria are overfulfilled, which indicates that crack initiation time lies within

t=3.52 µs and t=3.60 µs. The initiation time tc and crack length lc can be thus determined by

interpolation of the computed values so that both criteria are simultaneously strictly fulfilled (Fig.

23b). Finally, the dynamic CC approach under time-dependent loading requires more calculations

since the stress and energy conditions have to be calculated for several time increments instead of

only once in the case of a quasi-static loading.

8. Conclusion

We extend the coupled criterion of Finite Fracture Mechanics in order to take into account dy-

namic effects occurring during crack initiation. Compared to its original form dedicated to study

quasi-static configurations, the main change lies in accounting for the crack following a given ve-

locity profile during initiation. Accordingly, the kinetic energy variation due to crack initiation

cannot be neglected and is taken into account in the energy balance from which the energy condi-

tion of the CC is derived.

The proposed extension of the CC can be applied to either quasi-static or dynamic loading con-

figurations. The former only requires several calculations with varying crack lengths following a

prescribed velocity profile, whereas these calculations have to be performed for different time steps

for the latter. Indeed, the stress and the energy conditions must be checked for several time incre-

ments (or loading levels) and the initiation time and crack length are determined as the minimum

time for which both conditions are fulfilled.

Under either quasi-static or dynamic loading conditions, the dynamic CC approach predicts a crack

jump at initiation, which results from the simultaneous fulfillment of both conditions, similarly to

the quasi-static approach. However, in the dynamic approach, this crack jumps occurs during a

given time that depends on the crack velocity. Taking into account the crack propagation follow-

ing a certain velocity profile leads to a decrease in the potential energy release compared to the

quasi-static case, as well as an increase in kinetic energy. It results in a decrease of the IERR and

thus crack initiation at a larger loading level compared to the quasi-static approach. The larger

the crack velocity, the larger the initiation loading and crack length. Taking into account dynamic

effects allows better reproducing experimentally observed variation of initiation stress as a function
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of hole size under tensile loading in PMMA holed specimens. The influence of the crack velocity

profile under compression loading seems relatively moderate and yields differences smaller than

1% on initiation crack lengths and loading levels as long as the mean crack velocity remains small,

larger differences being obtained for larger mean crack velocities. Finally, the main difficulty in

the CC implementation lies in the knowledge of the crack velocity profile during initiation, which

is required as an input in the proposed approach.
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